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Abstract—From recent research on combinatorial optimization
of the knapsack problem, quantum-inspired evolutionary algo-
rithm (QEA) was proved to be better than conventional genetic
algorithms. To improve the performance of the QEA, this paper
proposes research issues on QEA such as a termination criterion,
a Q-gate, and a two-phase scheme, for a class of numerical and
combinatorial optimization problems. A new termination criterion
is proposed which gives a clearer meaning on the convergence of
Q-bit individuals. A novel variation operator gate, which is
a modified version of the rotation gate, is proposed along with
a two-phase QEA scheme based on the analysis of the effect of
changing the initial conditions ofQ-bits of theQ-bit individual in
the first phase. To demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability
of the updated QEA, several experiments are carried out on a
class of numerical and combinatorial optimization problems. The
results show that the updated QEA makes QEA more powerful
than the previous QEA in terms of convergence speed, fitness, and
robustness.

Index Terms—Initial condition, numerical and combinatorial
optimization, Q-bit representation, Q-gate, quantum-inspired
evolutionary algorithm (QEA), termination criterion.

I. INTRODUCTION

EVOLUTIONARY algorithms (EAs) are principally a sto-
chastic search and optimization method based on the prin-

ciples of natural biological evolution. Compared with traditional
optimization methods, such as calculus-based methods and enu-
merative strategies, EAs are robust, global in operation, and
may be applied generally without recourse to domain-specific
heuristics, although their performance may be affected by these
heuristics. Overviews of current state of the art in the field of
evolutionary computation are given by Fogel [1] and Bäck [2].

EAs are characterized by the representation of the individual,
the evaluation function representing the fitness level of the in-
dividuals, and the population dynamics such as population size,
variation operators, parent selection, reproduction and inheri-
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Fig. 1. Quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QEA).

tance, survival competition method, etc. To have a good balance
between exploration and exploitation, these components should
be designed properly.

The quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithm (QEA) re-
cently proposed in [3] can treat the balance between exploration
and exploitation more easily when compared with conventional
genetic algorithms (CGAs). Also, QEA can explore the search
space with a smaller number of individuals and exploit the
search space for a global solution within a short span of
time. QEA is based on the concept and principles of quantum
computing, such as the quantum bit and the superposition
of states. However, QEA is not a quantum algorithm, but a
novel EA [4] as shown in Fig. 1. Like any other EAs, QEA is
also characterized by the representation of the individual, the
evaluation function, and the population dynamics.

Quantum computing is a research area that includes concepts
like quantum mechanical computers and quantum algorithms.
Quantum mechanical computers were proposed in the early
1980s [5], [6] and their description was formalized in the late
1980s [7], [8]. Many efforts on quantum computers have pro-
gressed actively since the early 1990s because these computers
were shown to be more powerful than digital computers for
solving various specialized problems. There are well-known
quantum algorithms such as Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm [9],
Simon’s algorithm [10], Shor’s quantum factoring algorithm
[11], [12], and Grover’s database search algorithm [13], [14].
In particular, since the difficulty of the factoring problem is
crucial for the security of the RSA cryptosystem [15] which
is in widespread use today, interest in quantum computing is
increasing [16].

Research on merging evolutionary computation and quantum
computing began in the late 1990s. It can be classified into two
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groups. One group concentrates on generating new quantum
algorithms using automatic programming techniques such
as genetic programming [17]–[19]. The other concentrates
on quantum-inspired evolutionary computing for a digital
computer, and is a branch of study on evolutionary compu-
tation that is characterized by certain principles of quantum
mechanics such as uncertainty, superposition, interference, etc.,
[3], [20]–[25].

Unlike other research areas, there has been relatively little
work done in applying quantum computing to EAs. Quantum-
inspired computing was introduced in [26]. In [20], a modi-
fied crossover operator which includes the concept of interfer-
ence was introduced. In [21], a probabilistic representation and
a novel population dynamics inspired by quantum computing
were proposed. In [22], the applicability of QEA to a parallel
scheme, particularly, PC clustering, was verified successfully.
In [3], the basic structure of QEA and its characteristics were
formulated and analyzed, respectively. According to [3], the re-
sults (tested on the knapsack problem) of QEA were proved to
be better than those of CGA. In [23], a QEA-based disk allo-
cation method (QDM) was proposed. According to the results,
the average query response times of QDM were equal to or less
than those of disk allocation methods using GA (DAGA), and
the convergence speed of QDM was 3.2–11.3 times faster than
that of DAGA. In [24], QEA was applied to a decision boundary
optimization for face verification. The proposed face verifica-
tion system was tested by face and nonface images extracted
from AR face database [27]. Compared with the conventional
principal components analysis (PCA) method, improved results
were achieved both in terms of the face verification rate and false
alarm rate. In [25], some guidelines for setting the parameters
of QEA were presented.

This paper proposes research issues on QEA such as a termi-
nation criterion, a variation operator gate which is a modi-
fied version of the rotation gate, and a two-phase scheme, to im-
prove its performance. A new termination criterion is proposed
to give a clearer meaning to how much -bit individuals con-
verge to their final states on an average. The proposed gate
provides a chance to escape effectively from local optima. As an
extended version of QEA, a two-phase QEA (TPQEA) scheme
is also proposed by analyzing the effect of changing the initial
values of -bits. In the first phase, some promising initial values
of -bits are searched, which will be used in the second phase.
By employing the second phase, the performance of QEA can
be increased for a class of optimization problems. To demon-
strate the effectiveness and applicability of the updated QEA,
several experiments are carried out on a class of numerical and
combinatorial optimization problems. The results show that the
updated QEA becomes more efficient and powerful in terms of
convergence speed, fitness, and robustness.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the pre-
vious work on QEA. Section III describes the updated QEA. The
new termination criterion, the gate, and TPQEA designed
by the analysis of the effect of changing the initial values of

-bits are presented, respectively. Section IV summarizes the
experimental results on a class of numerical and combinatorial
optimization problems to demonstrate the performance of the
updated QEA. Finally, concluding remarks follow in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, QEA proposed in [3] is described.

A. Representation

QEA uses a novel -bit representation which is a kind of
probabilistic representation. A -bit is defined as the smallest
unit of information in QEA, which is defined as a pair of num-
bers, , where . gives the probability
that the -bit will be found in the “0” state and gives the
probability that the -bit will be found in the “1” state. A -bit
may be in the “1” state, in the “0” state, or in a linear superpo-
sition of the two states.

A -bit individual as a string of -bits is defined as

(1)

where , .
-bit representation has the advantage that it is able to repre-

sent a linear superposition of states probabilistically. The -bit
representation has a better characteristic of generating diversity
in population than any other representations.

B. QEA

QEA is a probabilistic algorithm similar to other EAs. QEA,
however, maintains a population of -bit individuals,

at generation , where is the size of popula-
tion, and is a -bit individual defined as

(2)

where is the number of -bits, i.e., the string length of the
-bit individual, and .
Figs. 2 and 3 show the procedure QEA and the overall struc-

ture of QEA that can be explained in the following manner.
i) In the step of “initialize ,” and ,

, of all , , are initial-
ized with . It means that one -bit individual,

represents the linear superposition of all the pos-
sible states with the same probability

(3)

where is the th state represented by the binary
string , where , , is
either 0 or 1 according to the probability of either

or , respectively. However, it should be
noted that the performance of QEA can be influ-
enced by the initial value. The effect of the initial
value is discussed in Section III-C.

ii) This step makes binary solutions in
by observing the states of , where

at generation . One
binary solution , , is a binary
string of length , which is formed by selecting
either 0 or 1 for each bit using the probability, either

or , , of , respectively.
In a quantum computer, in the act of observing a
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Fig. 2. Procedure QEA.

Fig. 3. Overall structure of QEA.

quantum state, it collapses to a single state. How-
ever, collapsing into a single state does not occur in
QEA, since QEA is working on a digital computer,
not on a quantum computer.

iii) Each binary solution is evaluated to give a mea-
sure of its fitness.

iv) The initial best solutions are then selected among
the binary solutions , and stored into ,
where , and is the
same as at the initial generation.

v) Until the termination condition is satisfied, QEA is
running in the while loop. In particular, termination
criteria are described in Section III-A.

vi), vii) In the while loop, binary solutions in are
formed by observing the states of as in

step ii), and each binary solution is evaluated for
the fitness value. It should be noted that in
can be formed by multiple observations of in

. In this case, should be replaced by
, where is an observation index.

viii) In this step, -bit individuals in are updated by
applying -gates defined as a variation operator of
QEA, by which operation the updated -bit should
satisfy the normalization condition,

, where and are the values of the updated
-bit. The following rotation gate is used as a basic
-gate in QEA, such as

(4)

where , , is a rotation angle of
each -bit toward either 0 or 1 state depending on
its sign. should be designed in compliance with
the application problem. can be obtained as a
function of the th bit of the best solution , the th
bit of the binary solution , and some meaningful
conditions. It should be noted that NOT gate, con-
trolled NOT gate, or Hadamard gate can be used as
a -gate. NOT gate changes the probability of the
1 (or 0) state to that of the 0 (or 1) state. It can be
used to escape a local optimum. In controlled NOT
gate, one of the two bits should be a control bit. If
the control bit is 1, the NOT operation is applied to
the other bit. It can be used for the problems which
have a large dependency of two bits. Hadamard gate
is suitable for the algorithms which use the phase in-
formation of -bit, as well as the amplitude infor-
mation, and it should be noted that gate which
is a novel -gate as a variation operator is designed
in Section III-B.

ix), x) The best solutions among and are se-
lected and stored into , and if the best solution
stored in is better fitted than the stored best
solution , the stored solution is replaced by the
new one.

xi), xii) If the global migration condition is satisfied, the
best solution is migrated to globally. If the
local migration condition is satisfied, the best one
in a local group in is migrated to others in the
same local group. The migration process can induce
a variation of the probabilities of a -bit individual.

Definition 1: A local group in QEA is defined as the subpop-
ulation affected mutually by a local migration, and its size is the
number of individuals in the local group.

III. QEA ISSUES

The structure of QEA is studied to improve its performance.
The following issues are addressed in this section: 1) a new
termination criterion which is more efficient; 2) a novel vari-
ation operator gate to provide a chance to escape effectively
from local optima; 3) the effects of changing the initial values
of -bits since the initial values can influence the performance
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM WITH 500 ITEMS

TO SHOW THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING  FOR THE TERMINATION

CONDITION (6). THE POPULATION SIZE WAS 12, THE GLOBAL

MIGRATION PERIOD 100, THE LOCAL GROUP SIZE 3, AND

THE NUMBER OF RUNS 30. � AND t REPRESENT THE

STANDARD DEVIATION AND THE AVERAGE

GENERATION NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

of QEA (note that in the standard QEA, the initial -bit is set
to for the uniform distribution of states 0 and 1);
and 4) a two-phase scheme from the analysis of 3).

A. Termination Criteria

To decide the appropriate termination of QEA, a proper termi-
nation condition is necessary. Although the maximum number
of generations is a generally used termination criterion in EAs,
in QEA the probability of the best solution can be employed as a
termination criterion because of the probability representation.
The termination condition in [3] is designed by using the av-
erage probability of the best solution as follows:

(5)

with

if
if

where is the th bit of the best solution and the
th -bit of the th -bit individual. The termination condition

is defined as

(6)

where . The probability represents the
average convergence of all -bit individuals to the best solution.
It must be a substantial termination criterion of QEA. However,
since the probability is sensitive to each -bit’s probability, it
is not easy to set the value . The slight difference of can
increase the processing time for a particular problem. Table I
shows the effects of changing the value . From the table, if

, all the results were almost the same. However, the
generation number at was about 2.5 times of that at

.
To design a new termination criterion regardless of the sen-

sitivity, a measure of the convergence of -bit individual is
defined.

Definition 2: -bit convergence is defined to be the con-
vergence measure of a -bit individual in QEA as

TABLE II
RESULTS ON CHANGING  FOR THE TERMINATION CRITERION (7).

THE PARAMETER SETTINGS WERE THE SAME AS IN TABLE I.
� AND t REPRESENT THE STANDARD DEVIATION AND THE

AVERAGE GENERATION NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

or

where is a -bit individual, and is its th -bit.
Using the -bit convergence, the following termination cri-

terion can be designed

(7)

where is the -bit convergence of the th -bit indi-
vidual. The termination criterion of (7) is shown to be regard-
less of the best solution . However, the average convergence
of all -bit individuals can represent the processing status of
QEA properly, and it gives a clearer meaning on how much each

-bit converges to 0 or 1 on an average. Consequently, users can
more systematically set the termination condition. For example,
if is 0.99, it means that 99% of the -bits converge to the
true value (0 or 1) on an average. Table II shows the results on
changing the value .

Fig. 4(a) and (b) shows the difference between the two mea-
sures of (6) and (7) for termination criteria. In Fig. 4(b), it should
be noted that the -bit convergence provides an easier under-
standing of the -bit individuals’ convergence.

It is worthwhile to mention that if a faster termination is
needed, the following maximum -bit convergence can
be used

(8)

B. Gate

The rotation gate used as a -gate induces the convergence
of each -bit to either 0 or 1. However, a -bit converged to
either 0 or 1 cannot escape the state by itself, although it can be
changed passively by a global or local migration. If the value of

is 0 (or 1), the observing state of the -bit is always 0 (or
1). To prevent the premature convergence of -bit, gate is
defined as a -gate.

Definition 3: An gate is defined as a -gate extended
from the rotation gate

(9)
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Fig. 4. Difference between the two measures of (6) and (7) for termination
criteria. A logarithmic (base 10) scale is used for the vertical axis of (a).

where for :

i) if and

ii) if and

iii) otherwise

where , is the rotation gate, and
, , is the rotation angle of each

-bit toward either 0 or 1 state, depending on its sign.

Fig. 5 shows the gate, where is the same as
the rotation gate. While the rotation gate makes the probability
of or converge to either 0 or 1, gate makes it con-
verge to or . It should be noted that if is too big, the
convergence tendency of a -bit individual may disappear.

Fig. 5. H gate based on rotation gate.

Definition 4: A Hamming distance of the two binary
strings, and , is defined as the number of their bit-
wise-different bits, which is defined as

where is the binary string length.
Theorem 1: The entropy of the probability distribution for

the search space represented by -bit individual with gate
converges to

(10)
where is the length of -bit individual.

Proof: Let be the converged binary solution and
the binary solution with Hamming distance from . Each

-bit converges to either or
in any case. For clarification purpose, let us consider one
simple case, where all -bits corresponding to converge
to . Then, the probability of is
described as

and the number of all possible is

Therefore, the entropy [28] of the probability distribution for the
search space represented by the -bit individual with gate
is obtained as

ONEMAX Problem: Maximize

(11)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the entropy of the probability distribution for the search
space among QEA1s with H gates for � =0, 0.01 and 0.05, respectively. All
the results were averaged over 30 runs for the ONEMAX problem for length m,
where m = 16.

where is the th bit of , is the length of , and the global
maximum value is at .

Fig. 6 shows the differences of the entropy of the probability
distribution for the search space among QEA1s with gates
for , 0.01, and 0.05, respectively. From the results for the
ONEMAX problem of (11), it should be noted that the entropy
converges to the larger value as is bigger. It means that if is
too big, the mechanism for exploitation may not work.

If gate is used as a -gate, the termination conditions of
(7) and (8) should be modified as

(12)

and

(13)

respectively. To increase the period for fine tuning caused by the
boundary, the mixed termination condition can be also used as

follows:

(14)

where is the number of generations when the termination
condition with of (12) or (13) is satisfied and .

To investigate the performance of gate, Schwefel function
(see Appendix B) is considered. Table III shows the effects of
changing for the gate. As shown in the table, the results
for were the best for the Schwefel function, although
the average generation was larger than other results. It should
be noted that if is too big, the performance would be worse
than that of QEA with the rotation gate ( ). While a large

( ) induces a fast premature convergence, a properly
selected-small value of ( ) provides better solutions.
In particular, gate is recommended for a class of numerical
optimization problems which have many local optima.

C. Effects of Changing the Initial Values of -bits

In the “initialize ” step of Fig. 2, all -bits are initialized
with to represent a linear superposition of all

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE SCHWEFEL FUNCTION TO SHOW THE

EFFECTS OF CHANGING � FOR H GATE. THE POPULATION SIZE WAS

15, THE GLOBAL MIGRATION PERIOD 100, THE LOCAL GROUP SIZE 3,
THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 3, AND THE NUMBER OF RUNS 30.
 OF (12) WAS SET TO 0.9999. b:, m:, AND w: MEAN BEST, MEAN,
AND WORST, RESPECTIVELY. � AND t RREPRESENT THE STANDARD

DEVIATION AND THE AVERAGE GENERATION NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM WITH 500 ITEMS TO

SHOW THE EFFECTS OF CHANGING THE INITIAL VALUES OF Q-BITS. THE

POPULATION SIZE WAS 15, THE GLOBAL MIGRATION PERIOD 100, THE

LOCAL GROUP SIZE 3, AND THE NUMBER OF RUNS 30. THE TERMINATION

CONDITION OF (7) WAS USED WITH  = 0:99. b:, m:, AND w: MEAN BEST,
MEAN, AND WORST, RESPECTIVELY. � AND t REPRESENT THE STANDARD

DEVIATION AND THE AVERAGE GENERATION NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

possible solutions with the same probability [3]. It means that
we have no information about the search space. Here, let us
assume that we have a little bit of information about the search
space to be explored. Then, we can see that the prior knowledge
can be easily put into the initial values of -bits.

For instance, let us consider the knapsack problem (see
Appendix A) with 500 items, which does not have an average
knapsack capacity as a constraint, but a restrictive knapsack
capacity of , where . In this case, the optimal
solution contains very few items. An infeasible search space,
where the constraint is not satisfied, occupies almost the whole
search space. For this type of knapsack problem, we already
have some prior knowledge like “the optimal solution contains
very few items.” From this prior knowledge, we can set the
initial value of each -bit to , where is a
small value close to zero.

Table IV shows the experimental results of the knapsack
problem with 500 items using the knapsack capacity to be
restricted to . The table shows that the results are
highly dependent on the initial values of -bits. The results of
(0.99,0.01) are the best and also its average generation number
is the smallest one. More specifically, the convergence speed of
(0.99,0.01) is 6.7 and 11.8 times faster than those of (0.5, 0.5)
and (0.01, 0.99), respectively. In addition to that, the average
standard deviation of (0.99, 0.01) over 30 runs is the best one.

The results of Table IV agree with our prediction through the
prior knowledge. It can be explained by the relation between
the initial search space and the optimal solution. If the initial
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Fig. 7. Differences in the initial search spaces with respect to the initial values of Q-bits. The size of the search space is 2 (7 bits for each x and y). On the
(x; y) plane, the darker points have a higher probability to be present in the initial search space. The probabilities were obtained by observing eachQ-bit individual
10 times.

search space is formed near the optimal solution, the solution
can be searched in a short span of time. To measure the distance
between the initial search space and the optimal solution, ones-
number distance, defined below, can be considered.

Definition 5: A ones-number distance, , of the two binary
strings, and , is defined as the difference between their
numbers of ones, which is defined as

ones ones

where the function returns the number of ones in the
binary string .

The distribution of the ones-number distance between the ini-
tial search space and the optimal solution can be obtained, since
the initial search space determined by each value of -bit has a
distribution with respect to ones number.

Fig. 7 shows the differences of the initial search spaces with
respect to the initial values of -bits. In the case of Fig. 7(e), the
distribution of the initial search space is nearly a random noise.
It means that the initial search starts randomly. In the cases of
Fig. 7(a)–(d), the points which include less ones have higher
probabilities. On the other hand, in the cases of Fig. 7(f)–(i),
the points which include more ones have higher probabilities. It
means that the initial search space can be formed effectively by
changing the initial values of -bits. It is worthwhile to mention
that the initial search space is distributed globally, although the
distribution spreads to the space including more (or less) ones
depending on -bit values. For instance, let us consider 7-bit
strings with 1 for the number of ones. There are seven strings of
which number of ones is 1. Their integer numbers are 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, and 64, respectively. It means that the solutions which
have the same number of ones spread widely in the search space.

Fig. 8. Procedure TPQEA.

The reason why the initial search space represented by the initial
values of -bits is distributed globally can be explained by this
characteristics of binary coding.

D. Two-Phase Scheme

We have already verified that changing the initial values
of -bits can provide better performance of QEA. The initial
values of -bits are directly connected to the initial search
space as shown in Fig. 7. If the initial values of -bits can be
found to represent the initial search space with small distance to
the best solution, the -bit individuals can converge to the best
solution effectively. To put this idea to the algorithm, TPQEA
is proposed in the following.

TPQEA has two procedures as shown in Fig. 8. In the first
phase, as shown in Fig. 9, a promising initial value is searched
and stored into . The first-phase is similar to the stan-
dard procedure of QEA except the following.

1) The “initialize ” step is different. In this step, each
local group has a different value of -bit from other local
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Fig. 9. First-phase QEA.

Fig. 10. Relations between variables for the first-phase QEA, when the
population size, the local group size, and the number of observations are 6, 3,
and 3, respectively.

groups to explore a different search space each. In the th
local group, the initial value of -bit can be assigned as

(15)

where is the number of local groups, and ,
, is the minimum probability of the state 1 (or 0). Equa-

tion (15) assigns a probability of each group dividing an
interval into equal parts.

2) To guarantee the homogeneity of each group, the best so-
lution is not used and the global migration process is re-
moved from the standard structure of QEA. For example,
the relations between variables are shown in Fig. 10 when
the population size, the local group size, and the number
of observations are 6, 3, and 3, respectively.

3) The condition of (7) [or (12)] can be used as a termination
condition for the first phase. However, if faster transition
from the first phase to the second phase is required, the

Fig. 11. Second-phase QEA.

termination condition of (8) [or (13)] can be used for the
first phase.

4) At the end of the first phase, a process is added to store
the initial value of -bit inducing the best result into

.
Fig. 11 depicts the second phase of TPQEA. It is almost the

same as the procedure QEA, except that time initialization “
” is removed and the “initialize ” step shall use the initial

value of -bit, i.e., , obtained from the first phase.
Let us consider the concatenated 5-bit traps as

trap

where is the number of traps and

trap
ones if ones

if ones

To maximize , the individuals should be able to escape
from the 5-bit traps, at (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), as shown in Fig. 12. Table V
shows the results of QEA and TPQEA for the concatenated 5-bit
traps with . The global maximum value of is
100 when all the 100 bits are ones. While QEA fell into the
trap point (00000) in 15 traps on an average, TPQEA did not
fall into the traps at all. In particular, the average generation
number of TPQEA was shorter than QEAs, although TPQEA
has two phases. However, it should be noted that TPQEA may
need a larger number of generations to find the best solution for
a particular problem as compared with QEAs, if the best solu-
tion is included in the search space with ones-number distance
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Fig. 12. Five-bit trap.

TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE CONCATENATED 5-BIT TRAPS WITH

N = 20. THE POPULATION SIZE WAS 15, THE GLOBAL MIGRATION

PERIOD 100, THE LOCAL GROUP SIZE 3, AND THE NUMBER OF RUNS 30.
THE TERMINATION CONDITION OF (12) WAS USED WITH  = 0:99.  AND

� FOR THE FIRST PHASE OF TPQEA WERE 0.9 AND 0.05, RESPECTIVELY.
� OF THE H GATE WAS 0.01. � AND t REPRESENT THE STANDARD

DEVIATION AND THE AVERAGE GENERATION NUMBER, RESPECTIVELY

0 from the initial space defined with the initial value of -bit,
.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, six numerical optimization problems and
one combinatorial optimization problem are discussed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of gate and the applicability
of TPQEA, respectively.

A. Numerical Optimization

QEA was proposed for a class of combinatorial optimization
in [3], and no work for a class of numerical optimization has
been done till date. The reason may be that the representation
of real number is more suitable for numerical optimization than
that of binary string. Here, the six numerical optimization func-
tions of Sphere, Ackley, Griewank, Rastrigin, Schwefel, and
Rosenbrock (see Appendix B) were considered to demonstrate
the effectiveness of QEA with the gate to a class of numer-
ical optimization.

To minimize the six functions, QEAs were tested using the
parameter settings as given in Table VI. In particular, to verify
the effectiveness of gate, the global migration was not used.
The effectiveness of the new termination criterion was already
discussed in Sections III-A–III-B. Considering the resolutions
of variables, the numbers of the -bits for the six functions were
set to 18, 18, 21, 17, 22, and 18 bits (per variable), respectively.
Gray coding was used to convert from binary string to real value.

TABLE VI
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF QEAS FOR THE EXPERIMENTS ON THE

NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION FUNCTIONS (16)–(21)

TABLE VII
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE SIX NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION FUNCTIONS

(16)–(21). THE RESULTS OF EP WERE REFERRED FROM [29]. THE NUMBER

OF RUNS WAS 50. THE PARENTHESIZED VALUES ARE THE POPULATION SIZES.
m:, �, AND t REPRESENT THE MEAN BEST, THE STANDARD DEVIATION,

AND THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF GENERATIONS, RESPECTIVELY

For the comparison purpose, the termination condition with the
maximum number of generations was used, since the experi-
ments referred from [29] were tested with a fixed number of gen-
erations. The rotation angles of were set to as
in [3], where and (absolute value of ) were set to ,

, , , , and for the six functions,
respectively.

The results taken from the reference [29] were tested using
classical evolutionary programming (CEP) and fast EP (FEP).
The population size was selected to be 100 for each experiment.
According to the reference, FEP provided better solutions than
CEP.

Table VII shows the results of the numerical functions
(16)–(21) for QEA with the gate, QEA with the rotation
gate [3], FEP, and CEP. In the cases of and
which are relatively simple functions compared with the other
functions, QEAs and EP had almost the same results, although
the results of QEA with the rotation gate were slightly better
than the others’. However, in the cases of , ,
and which have many local optima, QEA with the
gate and FEP had better results than the others. In particular,
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Fig. 13. Comparison between QEA with the H gate and QEA with the rotation gate on Griewank, Rastrigin, and Schwefel functions. The parameter values
were set to the same as shown in Table VI. The vertical axis for (a), (b), (d), (e), (g), and (h) shows the function value, the vertical axis for (c), (f), and (i) shows
the value of C , and the horizontal axis represents the number of generations. (a), (d), and (g) show the best results, (b), (e), and (h) the average results, and (c),
(f), and (i) the average Q-bit convergence. All results were averaged over 50 runs.

in the case of , only QEA with the gate found
the global solution. In the case of , no algorithm
found the global solution on an average. The reason why QEAs
could not find the global solution of is described
in Appendix C.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison between QEA with the gate
and QEA with the rotation gate on Griewank, Rastrigin, and
Schwefel functions. It should be noted that the best results of
QEA with the gate were significantly better compared with
those of QEA with the rotation gate, although the average results
of QEA with the gate were somewhat worse compared with
those of QEA with the rotation gate. The results of Griewank
show, in particular, that the best results of QEA with the
gate were better, although the average results of QEA with the

gate were worse. The reason behind this type of result is
the gate, that prevents each -bit converging to the final
state (0 or 1). It is worthwhile to mention that the results of
the average -bit convergence show that the final values for
QEAs with the and rotation gate converge to ( ) and 1,
respectively. Since the converged entropy of QEA with the
gate is a nonzero value of (10), the converged -bit individual
still includes various binary solutions. It means that the solutions
selected as a population are obtained from a little wider search
space area. For this reason, the average results of QEA with
gate did not converge below a certain value.

B. Combinatorial Optimization

The knapsack problem with the restrictive knapsack capacity
(see Appendix A) was considered for a class of combinato-
rial optimization problem to demonstrate the applicability of

TABLE VIII
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF QEA AND TPQEA FOR THE EXPERIMENTS ON

THE RESTRICTIVE KNAPSACK PROBLEM. “-” MEANS THAT THE

PARAMETER IS NOT NEEDED

TPQEA. Comparison was made with the experimental results
of QEA. The random repair method used in [3] was consid-
ered for handling the constraint of the knapsack capacity to
compare their performance, although the greedy repair method
guaranteed better solutions for the restrictive knapsack problem.
Table VIII shows the parameter settings of TPQEA and QEA.
The parameters of TPQEA were set to the same set of values
as those of QEA except the additional parameters for the first
phase of TPQEA. The rotation angle of (or ) for -gate
was set to .

Table IX shows the experimental results of the knapsack
problems with 100, 250, and 500 items. As the table shows,
TPQEA yielded much better results compared with QEA.
Moreover, the average elapsed generation number of TPQEA
is smaller than that of QEA. More specifically, the convergence
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Fig. 14. Comparison of TPQEA and QEA on the knapsack problem. The parameter values were set to the same as shown in Table VIII. However, regardless of
the termination criteria, the results from 1 to 1500 generations were plotted. The vertical axis shows the profit value of knapsack and the horizontal axis represents
the number of generations. The best profit values and the average profit values were averaged over 30 runs.

TABLE IX
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE KNAPSACK PROBLEM WITH THE RESTRICTIVE

KNAPSACK CAPACITY, C = 20, FOR 100, 250, AND 500 ITEMS, RESPECTIVELY.
THE PARAMETER VALUES WERE SET TO THE SAME AS SHOWN IN TABLE VIII,

THE NUMBER OF RUNS WAS SELECTED TO BE 30. � AND t REPRESENT THE

STANDARD DEVIATION AND THE AVERAGE GENERATION NUMBER FOR

TERMINATION, RESPECTIVELY

speed of TPQEA is 1.8, 2.9, and 4.0 times faster than that of
QEA for 100, 250, and 500 items, respectively. The results of
the standard deviations show that TPQEA is more robust than
QEA for finding solutions.

Fig. 14 shows clearly that TPQEA performs significantly
better than QEA in terms of convergence speed and the amount
of profit. The transition point from the first phase to the second
phase can be found out easily. After the transition, the rising
slope of TPQEA is steeper than that of QEA. In particular, the
tendency of convergence rate is shown clearly in the results of
the mean of average profits of population. After the transition,
all the population converges to better solutions at a faster rate.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed research issues on QEA such as a termi-
nation criterion, a -gate, and a two-phase scheme, for a class
of numerical and combinatorial optimization problems.

A new termination criterion was proposed by using the defi-
nition of -bit convergence. It gives a clearer meaning to how
much each -bit individual converges to its final state on an av-
erage. According to applications, users can choose one between
the average and maximum -bit convergence as a measure of
termination condition.

gate was proposed as a variation operator to escape effec-
tively from local optima. In particular, the experimental results
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Fig. 15. Numerical optimization functions (16)–(21). Each of them has 30 variables. In these figures, however, only two variables were considered to plot their
shapes approximately.

on the six numerical functions showed that QEA with the
gate performed much better than QEA with the rotation gate for
a class of numerical optimization problems which have many
local optima.

TPQEA was designed by using the analysis of changing the
initial values of -bits. A promising initial value is searched
and stored in the first-phase, and the global solution is searched
by using the initial value in the second phase. The experimental
results on the problem of the concatenated 5-bit traps, which
is a well-known trap for EAs, showed that TPQEA performed
better than QEA when the global optimum was included in the
search space with larger ones-number distance from randomly
generated search space. In particular, the experimental results
on the restrictive knapsack problem showed that TPQEA per-
formed much better than QEA in terms of convergence speed,
the amount of profit, and robustness.

The study of research issues on QEA will be useful in de-
signing QEA to improve its performance for a class of numer-
ical and combinatorial optimization problems.

APPENDIX A
KNAPSACK PROBLEM

Knapsack problem which is a well-known combinatorial op-
timization problem is included in a class of NP-hard problems
[30]. The knapsack problem can be described as selecting a
subset of items from among various items so that it is most prof-
itable, given that the knapsack has limited capacity. The 0–1
knapsack problem is described as follows: given a set of items
and a knapsack, select a subset of the items to maximize the
profit

subject to the condition

where , is 0 or 1, is the profit of item ,
is the weight of item , and is the capacity of the knapsack. If

, the th item is selected for the knapsack.

In this paper, strongly correlated sets of data were considered
as

uniformly random

where and .
There are two types of knapsack capacity considered in this

paper [31].

1) Average knapsack capacity is

2) Restrictive knapsack capacity is

APPENDIX B
NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS

The following numerical optimization functions were consid-
ered in this paper. Fig. 15 shows their shapes approximately.

Sphere Function

Minimize

(16)

where and . The global min-
imum value is 0.0 at .

Ackley Function

Minimize

(17)

where and . The global minimum
value is 0.0 at .
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Griewank Function

Minimize

(18)

where and . The global min-
imum value is 0.0 at .

Rastrigin Function

Minimize

(19)

where and . The global minimum
value is 0.0 at .

Schwefel Function

Minimize

(20)

where and . The global
minimum value is 0.0 at

.

Rosenbrock Function

Minimize

(21)

where and . The global minimum
value is 0.0 at .

APPENDIX C
ROSENBROCK FUNCTION

As shown in Table VII, no algorithm could find out the
global minimum of Rosenbrock function, although the max-
imum number of generations was selected to be 20,000. In
the experiments, we could find that did not converge to
the optimal value 1 in most of the experiments. Let us see the
partial derivative of with respect to each

...
...

The partial derivative of with respect to each is
of order of . However, the partial derivative with respect to

is of order of . The sensitivity of Rosenbrock function
with respect to is much smaller than that with respect to
the others. It indicates the difficulty to make converge to
the optimal value by using only the function value as a fitness

function. In particular, the error of induced the error of
and the error of also induced the error of . Let us see the
Rosenbrock function with respect to each pair of

(22)

The function of can be divided into two functions,
and as shown in (22). The optimal value of

is determined by . However, since the coefficient of
in is too big, is negligible.

From this reason, each converges not to 1, but to .
Therefore, other techniques which can make converge ef-
fectively to the optimal value are needed to obtain much better
solutions.
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